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Abstract

In recent years there has been tremendous advancement in the field of Question
and Answering systems. QA Systems receive a passage of text and a question
that may be unanswerable [1]. They are evaluated on how closely their predicted
answer resembles the true answer. These models have managed to excel, with
state-of-the-art systems surpassing human performance. In their paper, Jia and
Liang evaluate different QA models on adversarial examples - given a context
passage and corresponding question, they generate a sentence with words similar
to those found in the question and append this sentence to the end of the passage
[2]. The addition of these sentences was shown to trick even top models with F1
scores dropping by 30 or more points, thus raising interesting questions. Are these
models really learning the underlying structure of a language, or are they merely
learning a shallow understanding of context and similarity? This paper explores
new model architectures, focusing on different attention mechanisms, that were
trained on SQuAD 2.0 and evaluated on Jia and Liang’s adversarial examples.

1 Introduction

The Stanford Question and Answering Dataset (SQuAD) allowed researchers to build language
models that are capable of answering questions given a passage of text. Computer scientists were
able to leverage deep neural networks in order to improve performance, finally performing better than
humans - human performance on SQuAD 2.0 gained an F1 score of 89.452, and the leading model as
of March 2020, ALBERT [3], scored 92.58. The promising performance of these models raised an
interesting question - have neural language models reached a level at which they are able to truly
understand text with all its nuances? In their paper, Jia and Liang sought to challenge these models
by evaluating them on adversarial examples [2]. These examples are original paragraphs taken from
SQuAD 1.1 with an appended sentence that contains similar words to the ones found in the question
corresponding to that paragraph. Models were then evaluated on the resulting adversarial dataset and
F1 scores on all the models dropped by half. This attests to the yet limited capabilities of language
models. With the new version of SQuAD, this paper explores different attention mechanisms as
a means to bridge the latent gap language models have. We wanted to explore a non-Pre-trained
Contextual Embedding approach, which has the advantage of being able to handle out of vocabulary
words - something that may come up when dealing with adversarial examples. We experiment with
different attention mechanisms in a Bi-directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) model and find that
additive attention, which is the kind used in the original model, performs the best on adversarial
evaluation [4] .
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2 Related Work

Attention: Language models rely heavily on the ability to contextualize different sequences
within a given passage. For several years, language models relied on recurrent neural networks,
specifically long short-term memory and gated RNNs as architectures for sequence modeling
such as machine translation and language modeling [5]. The sequential nature of these recurrent
approaches make parallelization of training very difficult, which becomes a grave issue when dealing
with long sequences and batches become ever smaller. In response to this issue, Transformers
have played an integral role in sequence modeling and transduction models, allowing modeling of
dependencies without regard to their distance in the input or output sequences [6, 7]. Relying entirely
on an attention mechanism to draw global dependencies between input and output, Transformers
significantly improve parallelization. Attention mechanisms allow for the modeling of dependency
structures within a passage without regard to their distance from each other in input or output
sequences [6, 8]. In their paper, Seo et al. introduce the Transformer architecture, which uses an
encoding layer and decoding layer, both of which heavily rely on the attention mechanism [5].
Specifically, transformers use multi-headed attention, which allows them to attend to different layers
within the encoder and the decoder [5]. We explore other attention schemes in order to determine
how different types of attention perform on adversarial evaluation.

SQuAD: SQuAD2.0 has improved greatly on the advances made by SQuAD 1.1 with models now
being able to predict "no-answer" on question context pairs. Currently, the best performing models
use a variant of the ALBERT [3] architecture which lowers memory consumption and increases the
training speed of the original BERT model [9]. These approaches utilize Pre-trained Contextual
Embeddings (PCE) - word embeddings that rely on the context within which the word appears in
the passage. Another model that performs well and is the basis for the CS224N default project is
Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF). The BiDAF architecture is a multi-stage hierarchical process
that represents the context at different levels of granularity and uses a bi-directional attention flow
mechanism to obtain a query-aware context representation without early summarization. BiDAF
computes attention scores in order to come up with a similarity matrix for question-context pairs [4].
We utilize BiDAF as one of our baseline models. Its straightforward implementation of attention
computation allows us to tweak the attention mechanism it uses to train our own models.

Adversarial Evaluation on SQuAD: The primary work done on adversarial evaluation in QA
systems was done by Jia and Liang. [2]. They created a framework for generating adversarial
examples on the SQuAD 1.1 dataset and evaluated the best performing models on this adversarial
data. They found that a Mnemonic Reader language model (MR) [10] performed best on
adversarial evaluation. An MR model leverages two modifications to traditional attention schemes.
First, a reattention mechanism is proposed to directly access past attentions that are temporally
memorized in a multi-round alignment architecture, so as to avoid the problems of attention
redundancy and attention deficiency. Second, it produces an approach to alleviate the convergence
suppression problem that occurred in traditional reinforcement learning algorithms [10]. It is
important to distinguish the adversarial framework of Jia and Liang from the widely known GAN
paper which introduced the Generative Adversarial framework [11]. Whereas GANs improve
over time due to feedback from the discriminator, Jia and Liang’s adverserial examples are gen-
erated according to human standards, and not based on how well they manage to trick existing models.

3 Approach

For all our models, the general framework was to train the model on the SQuAD 2.0 training set and
evaluate them on Jia and Liang’s ADDSENT and ADDONE dev sets [2]. ADDSENT examples
were generated using crowdsourcing - using a paragraph from the original SQuAD 1.1 dataset,
crowdworkers generated a sentence that was similar to the question corresponding to the question but
that had nothing to do with the passage itself. This adversarial sentence was appended to the end of
the original passage. Similarly, ADDONE added a random English sentence to the end of a passage,
with the validity of the English sentence approved by crowdworkers. Please refer to [2] for a full
explanation of how the adversarial examples were generated, and look to sections 5.1 and 5.2 for
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examples of ADDSENT and ADDONE, respectively.

As crowdsourcing was not a viable option for this project, we relied on Jia and Liang’s adversarial
examples that use SQuAD 1.1 examples. Future work may consider building adversarial examples on
SQuAD 2.0 (as it has the additional "no-answer" response).

3.1 Baselines

Our first baseline uses an MR neural architecture. We used the Mnemonic Reader implementation
and adjusted the code to work with the SQuAD 2.0 dataset during prediction time. As described
above, we trained the MR model on SQuAD 2.0 dev set, then evaluated the model on Jia and Liang’s
adversarial dev set. This model achieves F1 scores of 78.6 on the SQuAD 2.0 dev set and 44.8 and
47.0 on ADDSENT and ADDONE respectively. Our second baseline is a BiDAF model [4] with
additive attention, as described below. This model achieves F1 scores of 61.3 on the SQuAD 2.0 dev
set and 41.8 and 50.7 on ADDSENT and ADDONE respectively.

3.2 Attention Mechanisms

The straightforward computation of attention in the BiDAF model provided us a simple means
of tweaking the attention mechanism. The model computes attention when generating a sim-
liarity matrix between the context and the query, and it was in this part of the code that we
changed which type of attention was used. Given its relatively short training time ( 8 hours),
we were able to train a separate model for each of the attention mechanisms that we wished to explore.

The default implementation of BiDAF calculates a similarity matrix S ∈ RMxN , where Si,j is
the similarity score for each pair of (ci, qj) of context and question hidden states. The baseline
BiDAF model uses additive attention, and this is our second baseline model. We explore three
additional methods of computing attention: dot product, multiplicative, and multiplicative with
element-wise multiplication. The descriptions of each type of attention and comparisons between
each type are drawn from a problem from Assignment 4 of CS 224N in the Winter quarter of 2020 [12].

3.2.1 Additive Attention

The original BiDAF architecture uses Additive Attention, computed as:

Si,j = WT [ci; qj ; ci � qj ] + b, where ci, qj ∈ R2H , W ∈ R2H and b ∈ R

Additive attention has been found to outperform multiplicative attention on a consistent basis [13].
This is because it is more expressive due to the two weight matrices that it utilizes. It is a more
complex model than both dot product and multiplicative attention, since it has two weight matrices.
However, for adversarial evaluation the benefits of this additional complexity outweigh the downsides
because we are chiefly interested in how well a model can overcome adversarial examples.

3.2.2 Dot Product Attention

Dot product attention is calculated as follows:

Si,j = ci · qj

Dot product attention provides a computationally efficient means of computing attention and doesn’t
require weights, making it simple. However, this means that it is less expressive, and also requires
that the encoder and decoder states have the same dimensions.

3.2.3 Multiplicative Attention

Multiplicative attention is calculated as follows:

Si,j = ciWqj
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This approach allows for encoder and decoder states to be of different dimensions. It is more
expressive and computationally expensive than dot product attention, but less expressive than and
computationally cheaper than additive attention.

3.2.4 Multiplicative Attention with element-wise multiplication

Multiplicative attention with element-wise multiplication is calculated as follows:

Si,j = ciW1qj ·W2(ci � qj), where W1 ∈ R2Hx2H and W2 ∈ R2H

Here, we are attempting to achieve the same expressivity that additive attention achieves by introduc-
ing another weight matrix to the attention calculation.

4 Experiments

Here we discuss the data, method of evaluation, and results of our experiments.

4.1 Data

SQuAD is a question answering dataset built from Wikipedia. Answers are drawn from context
paragraphs, and the task is to answer questions based on the context paragraph. Our models are
evaluated on SQuAD 2.0. The original SQuAD dataset (SQuAD 1.1) has 100,000 human-annotated
question/answer pairs, and SQuAD 2.0 adds 50,000 unanswerable questions [1]. As described in
section 3, we also use adversarial data from [2].

4.2 Evaluation method

We use F1 score as our primary evaluation metric, which is calculated using the same method that
[14] describe:

This metric measures the average overlap between the prediction and ground truth
answer. We treat the prediction and ground truth as bags of tokens, and compute
their F1. We take the maximum F1 over all of the ground truth answers for a given
question, and then average over all of the questions [14].

In addition to reporting F1 scores on the SQuAD 2.0 test set, we perform adversarial evaluation and
report F1 scores from these experiments. The adversarial evaluation for the MR model can be found
on CodaLab. We report Recall and Precision for adversarial evaluation. We observed that some
predictions included the right answer alongside some extraneous words, and since we are chiefly
concerned with how well the models are able to overcome an adversarial sentence we also report the
recall of these models. Lastly, we report the precision of the models on adversarial evaluation for
completeness.

4.3 Experimental details

For our first baseline, we trained the MR model on SQuAD 2.0, then evaluated the model generated
using the default project evaluation code. We then used an evaluation script provided by [2], which
we modified slightly to accommodate SQuAD 2.0, to evaluate the model on adversarial examples.
We trained the MR model using a batch size of 50 for 40 epochs with 3400 iterations per epoch [10].
Next, we trained the baseline BIDAF model provided in the project starter code with all of the default
parameters. The parameters included a batch size of 64, 30 epochs with 50000 eval steps, a learning
rate of .5, and a dropout probability of 0.2. This model uses additive attention. Then, we trained three
additional BIDAF models with all the same parameters, where the only thing we changed was the
attention mechanism. Thus, we trained BIDAF models with the following types of attention: additive,
dot product, multiplicative, and multiplicative with element-wise multiplication (see approach section
for equations). We evaluated each of the BIDAF models on the dev set and then used adversarial
evaluation, using both the ADDSENT and ADDONE methods [2].
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Table 1: Non-PCE Leaderboard Results

Model Attention Type F1 EM

BIDAF [4] Dot Product 46.7 47.0
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative 47.5 47.6
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication 54.2 51.1

Table 2: Results on Dev Leaderboard

Model Attention Type F1 EM

MR [10] Reattention 78.6 70.7
BIDAF [4] Additive 61.3 57.7

BIDAF [4] Dot Product 50.8 50.4
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative 50.6 50.4
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication 55.5 52.5

4.4 Results

Our best performing model, which uses multiplicative attention with element-wise multiplication, got
an F1 score of 54.2 and an EM score of 51.1 on the Non-PCE leaderboard. Since we only had three
submissions available, we just submitted each of the models that we implemented, and the scores are
reported in 1. For comparison with the baseline models, we all models’ scores on the dev set.

These results suggest that additive attention is by far the best performing. None of the attention
mechanisms we experimented with outperform the baseline BiDAF model with additive attention.
All types of attention, however, have their downfalls. This is explored more in the next section.

5 Analysis

In this section, we inspect example passages from the adversarial test set and the prediction that the
model using each type of attention made. The adversarial sentences are italicized in each example.

5.1 ADDSENT

• Context: Western musical instruments were introduced to enrich Chinese performing arts.
From this period dates the conversion to Islam, by Muslims of Central Asia, of growing
numbers of Chinese in the northwest and southwest. Nestorianism and Roman Catholicism
also enjoyed a period of toleration. Buddhism (especially Tibetan Buddhism) flourished,
although Taoism endured certain persecutions in favor of Buddhism from the Yuan govern-
ment. Confucian governmental practices and examinations based on the Classics, which
had fallen into disuse in north China during the period of disunity, were reinstated by the
Yuan court, probably in the hope of maintaining order over Han society. Advances were
realized in the fields of travel literature, cartography, geography, and scientific education.
Lei discouraged the religion of Chicago to support Hinduism.
• Question: What religion did the Yuan discourage, to support Buddhism?
• Answer: Taoism

Table 3: Results on Adversarial Evaluation (ADDSENT)

Model Attention Type F1 EM Recall Precision

MR [10] Reattention 44.8 39.3 N/A N/A
BIDAF [4] Additive 41.8 36.3 42.7 42.4

BIDAF [4] Dot Product 15.9 7.4 22.9 14.7
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative 16.0 9.2 19.2 16.4
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication 31.1 25.0 32.4 31.4
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Table 4: Results on Adversarial Evaluation (ADDONE)

Model Attention Type F1 EM Recall Precision

MR [10] Reattention 47.0 54.0 N/A N/A
BIDAF [4] Additive 50.7 44.7 52.1 51.3

BIDAF [4] Dot Product 18.2 9.5 25.3 17.0
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative 18.2 11.55 21.6 18.6
BIDAF [4] Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication 39.7 33.7 41.0 40.1

• Predictions
– Additive: Chicago
– Dot product: Buddhism
– Multiplicative: Buddhism
– Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication: Hinduisum

Here, we see that all four models were confounded by this passage. The question for this passage is
difficult, requiring a lot of nuanced context from the passage. The additive model, overall the best
performing, is completely fooled by the adversarial sentence, as is the multiplicative with element-
wise multiplication. However, the dot product and multiplicative attention models predict Buddhism,
which occurs in close proximity to the word “Yuan”. This may be because the more complex attention
schemes give higher weight to words in the question such as “discourage” and “religion”, which
occur in closer context to “Hinduism” and “Chicago” in the adversarial sentence. Here, it appears that
the complex attention mechanisms are pattern-matching more than understanding the nature of the
question. The answer is difficult to pick out because it doesn’t have any of the words in the question
in its direct context. In this instance, it would seem that the more complex attention mechanisms are
pattern-matching rather than understanding language.

5.2 ADDONE

• Context: CBS broadcast Super Bowl 50 in the U.S., and charged an average of $5 million for
a 30-second commercial during the game. The Super Bowl 50 halftime show was headlined
by the British rock group Coldplay with special guest performers Beyoncé and Bruno Mars,
who headlined the Super Bowl XLVII and Super Bowl XLVIII halftime shows, respectively.
It was the third-most watched U.S. broadcast ever. Stark Industries headlined the Champ
Bowl 40 halftime show.

• Question: Which group headlined the Super Bowl 50 halftime show?
• Answer: Coldplay
• Predictions

– Additive: Coldplay
– Dot product: Stark Industries
– Multiplicative: Coldplay
– Multiplicative with element-wise multiplication: British rock group Coldplay

In this example, we see that the dot product attention model is fooled by the adversarial sentence.
Both multiplicative attention models get the right answer, with the element-wise multiplication model
getting more context than was necessary. In contrast to the example above, the answer within the
context appears alongside many of the same words that appear in the question. All of the words
“headlined” and “the Super Bowl 50 halftime show” appear right before the answer, “Coldplay”. It is
therefore easier in this instance for all of the attention mechanisms (with the exception of dot product
attention) to pick out the correct answer from the context. It is possible that the dot product attention
mechanism is fooled because “headlined” and “halftime show” appear at the end of the passage,
so that model picks out “Stark Industries” because it was the last thing that model saw in a similar
context to the question. This example shows how it is easy for the majority of the attention mech-
anisms we explored to pick out the right answer when the answer and question are formatted similarly.
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In the AddOne example, there were some instances where a model predicted more words than the
gold answer had. This addition of extra context words in an answer was penalized in the calculation
of F1 scores; thus, we also report the recall and precision numbers in Table 4. We are interested
in recall because we want our models to obtain the right answer in spite of being confronted with
adversarial examples, regardless of extra context being included in its predicted answer. However,
we see from the results that for most of the models, accounting for extra context in a model’s
answer does not significantly improve that model’s performance, while all models do have slightly
higher recall than they do F1 score. The model using dot product attention does have higher recall,
suggesting that it performs better than its F1 score would suggest it does. However, its recall is still
far below that of the baseline model. It is important to note that all models performed better on the
ADDONE examples than the ADDSENT ones. This is likely due to the adversarial nature of each
type of example - ADDSENT adversarial sentences are chosen to have words that are similar to the
passage and thus are more likely to confound a QA system, while ADDONE examples are randomly
chosen, and thus are less likely to be as similar to words found in the passage.

It is clear that the more complex attention mechanisms perform better under adversarial evaluation,
with additive attention and multiplicative attention with element-wise multiplication outperforming
simpler methods of attention calculation by 15-20 F1 points. However, it is also clear that even
these more complex attention mechanisms fail to obtain the correct answer when an answer is
not surrounding in context by words that appear in the question. This would suggest that, while
powerful, these attention mechanisms still leave something to be desired when it comes to actually
understanding language. Moreover, it is important to note that these models were trained on SQuAD
2.0, where "unanswerable" is a possible answer, and evaluated on adversarial examples that were
built using the SQuAD 1.1 dataset (which did not have "unanswerable" as an option). The additional
layer of complexity and discrepancy between the datasets may also amount for the relatively low F1
scores. Further work, with the appropriate resources, would profit from creating adversarial examples
based on SQuAD 2.0.

6 Conclusion

Attention has become foundational to deep learning approaches to QA systems, and for the BiDAF
model that we explored it appears that using additive attention results in the best performing model.
This is because of the complexity and expressivity of additive attention. In spite of this, we also saw
that additive attention fails to correctly answer nuanced questions in an adversarial context. This
suggests that there is room for improvement when it comes to creating attention mechanisms that
truly understand language, as opposed to systems that are simply excellent at pattern-matching. To
that end, adversarial evaluation is critical for determining how well systems actually understand
language. The adversarial framework laid out by [2] should be updated for easier use with SQuAD
2.0 so that it can be widely implemented.
Additionally, attention is only one facet of these models, and more work should be done to determine
what aspects of deep learning architectures we should pay attention to in order to develop systems
that actually understand language.
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